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**Introducing Our New Training Candidates**

Desiree Carathan, *Memphis Seminar*, dcarnathan@bellsouth.net  
Felicity Kelcourse, *Pittsburg Seminar*, fkelcourse@ets.edu  
Karen Stoddard, *Minnesota Seminar*, karstodd@usa.net  
Katharine Volk, *New Orleans Seminar*, volkkathbebe@gmail.com  
Kathy Avsar, *New Orleans Seminar*, katavsar@aol.com  
Linda Steele, *Pittsburg Seminar*, lindaprofess@hotmail.com  
Mark Rast, *Philadelphia Seminar*, MLRast@lghealth.org  
Michelle Cooper, *Memphis Seminar*, mlcooper1973@gmail.com  
Susan Franck, *Memphis Seminar*, francks@missouri.edu

**Our Newly Accepted Analysts**

Lyn k. Stone, lynkstone@comcast.net  
Rosanne Shepler, rshepler1@verizon.net  
The new applicant (not yet voted in):  
Jane Kepner, janekepner@gmail.com

**Our New Affiliate Member**

Beverly Osband, beveb@earthlink.net

Follow along as Lisa Marchiano and Doug Tyler find themselves caught in riveting new episodes of...

---

**Fairytale Resource**

“I just want to share a resource. I have recently signed up for an online searchable database of fairy tales. You can visit it by going to [www.talesunlimited.com](http://www.talesunlimited.com). I have not yet used it long enough to be able to give a real review or recommendation, but thought it might be interesting to some.”  
(L. Marchiano, timetodream14@gmail.com)

**Collected Works Resource Announcement**

“Oh my gosh! It is TEXT-SEARCHABLE!!!!!!!”

![The Collected Works of C.G. Jung: Complete Digital Edition by C. G. Jung](image)

_C. G. Jung Gerhard Adler ..._  
$_284.49_

(L. Marchiano, timetodream14@gmail.com)

**New Seminar Announcement**

_We have two new arrivals!_

Announcing the formation of  
**THE BOULDER ASSOCIATION OF JUNGIAN ANALYSTS**, Boulder CO  
Find out more at [http://jungiantrainingboulder.org/](http://jungiantrainingboulder.org/)

**SANTA FE SEMINAR**  
Contact Marilyn Matthews, melmattmd@gmail.com, for updates and more information.

(K. Wertz, kate.s.wertz@gmail.com)

---

"Don't become a mere recorder of facts, but try to penetrate the mystery of their origin."

_Ivan Pavlov_
IRSJA Upcoming Conferences

**Fall 2014**
October 15-19, 2014 (Wednesday-Sunday)
Sheraton Birmingham Hotel, Birmingham, Alabama.
[www.sheratonbirmingham.com/](http://www.sheratonbirmingham.com/)
(Review Committees will meet on Wednesday 10/15/14)
Room Rate $139 per night

**Spring 2015**
April 15-19, 2015 (Wednesday-Sunday)
Albuquerque Marriott, Albuquerque, New Mexico
Room Rate $139 per night

**Fall 2015**
October 21-25, 2015 (Wednesday-Sunday)
Chicago, Illinois, Embassy Suites Chicago-Lombard Oak Brook

Openings on the Training Committee

“Dear Inter-Regional colleagues,

The Training Committee will have two openings as of the elections at our fall meeting. Terms are for two years and I encourage you, if you have ever thought about getting more involved with the training program, to let me know about your interest. I can tell you which positions are open and what would be involved in them. I have appreciated the chance to get to know my colleagues and be part of the activity which is so central to our community. Without the help of so many of you, we couldn’t do it.

Warmly,
Medora”
mw4311@q.com

"The disappearance of a sense of responsibility is the most far-reaching consequence of submission to authority.”

Stanley Milgram
Openings on the Continuing Education Committee

Calling all CE geeks! Well, even if you aren't a geek, we'd love to have you join our little committee that works behind the scenes to give IRSJA members the convenience of getting CE credits while they hear their wise colleagues present interesting programs. This upcoming year is an exciting one as we are venturing into new territory with co-sponsoring other non-IRSJA conferences for CE credits, and are exploring the possibility of lending our CE imprimatur to local training seminars. Contact Pat Cochran, CE Chair, at pscochran4@gmail.com if this floats your boat!

Important Updates on Continuing Education

Who would’ve ever thought that the subject continuing education credits would be a lively discussion at an analyst business meeting? Well I wouldn’t have! Nonetheless, it was gratifying to see the energy and enthusiasm for the idea of co-sponsoring other groups for CE credits. If you weren’t present at the meeting in Denver, here are some highlights for you to know:

- If you are an active IRSJA member and are involved with another group that is putting on a conference or workshop for which you would want to offer APA-level CE credits, please contact Pat Cochran, CE Chair, at pscochran4@gmail.com.
- The cost for a co-sponsorship for CE credits is an administrative fee of $250, and an additional $15 per certificate, per attendee.
- The CE committee will co-sponsor a maximum of 5 conferences over this next year, so contact Pat Cochran soon if you are wanting to offer CEs for your program.

Are you a member of a local training seminar that wants to offer CEs for your members? The CE committee is interested in hearing from you! We wish to explore the feasibility of co-sponsoring for APA-level CE credits over this coming year, such that CEs for local seminars' programs could possibly be offered starting in 2015. Please contact Pat Cochran, CE Chair, at pscochran4@gmail.com with your interest so that the logistics of a co-sponsoring relationship can be explored.

Need to know the IRSJA CE provider numbers for when you renew your professional license? Here they are:

- NBCC ACEP # 6295
- APA CESAS # 2044-9876353

Remember, NBCC is for masters' level clinicians, APA is for doctoral level. If you're wondering which CE credits you signed up for, contact Pat Cochran at pscochran4@gmail.com. In the future, we'll put these numbers directly on your CE certificate for your convenience!

Executive Committee Wish List

Please consider sharing your talents. The IRSJA community needs…

A volunteer to design a new IRSJA logo
A volunteer to design IRSJA training brochures
Organizers for the next IRSJA Conference Friday invitational program

If interested please email Pat Berry, patberry31@gmail.com

“Our Mistakes are, after all, the foundations of truth, and if a man does not know what a thing is, it is at least an increase in knowledge if he knows what it is not.”

Carl Jung
IRSJA Bulletin Board

Submission Deadlines
Content due 5/25/14 ~ Distributed 6/1/14
Content due 6/24/14 ~ Distributed 7/1/14
Content due 7/25/14 ~ Distributed 8/1/14
Content due 8/25/14 ~ Distributed 9/1/14
Content due 9/24/14 ~ Distributed 10/1/14
Content due 10/25/14 ~ Distributed 11/1/14
Content due 11/24/14 ~ Distributed 12/1/14
Email to Joseph at JRJLEE@earthlink.net

Guidelines & Suggestions
- Send only 300 words or less.
- I'd encourage you to include a web link if appropriate.
- Attachments will not be forwarded - all content will be in the final document.
- Send moderate sized image files. If they are too large the server will bounce them back.
- Please understand that I will need to change the formatting of your submission to fit into the document but I will not change your content in any way.
- Your name and email will be tagged to your posts since content will not be vetted.
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Seattle Lecture

C.G. Jung Society of Seattle Presents:
Ken Kimmel, Jungian Psychoanalyst - Shattering & Restoring:
Relational threads underlying Jung's initial Red Book entries

Date: Friday, May 10th, 7-9PM
Place: Good Shepherd Center, Rm 202
4649 Sunnyside Avenue North, Seattle, WA 98103
Registration: http://www.brownpapertickets.com/event/347776

The presenter will be considering Jung's initial journal entries in Liber Novus, taking into account four main influences. The first section of the talk will provide an overview of the influences of the cultural and historical period in which Jung lived. Secondly we will look at the impact of the traumas of Jung's early life. Next, his emotionally laden interpersonal relations and their losses, prior to the outbreak of his "creative illness" that began in 1912, comprise the third factor. Two of Jung's early entries in the Black Book Journals in late 1913 will be the focus of the fourth portion of the talk. These journal texts were transcribed into what later would become Liber Primus the initial section of The Red Book. You may find the ideas surfacing from this more personal investigation both surprising and original.

"The greatest discovery of my generation is that human beings can alter their lives by altering their attitudes of mind."

William James
Dear non-Editor:

“Dear non-Editor,

Why have you chosen to represent yourself as a teddy bear? Why not, say, an Irish Wolfhound (substantive image of man's best friend)...an armadillo (armor against potshots from readers)...or (hey!) a platypus, from down under (now that's symbolic!)? It seems to me that (from a Jungian standpoint) portraying yourself as a teddy bear suggests a regressive restoration of persona. The good news (well, not really good news, but not as bad as it could be) is that at least you haven't been overpowered by this irruption of contents of the collective unconscious! You could have become psychotic (not that that still can't happen, but it's probably still a ways off so no cause for immediate alarm). At this point, however, it appears that (perhaps as a result of catastrophe or trauma) you've regressed to an earlier (much earlier) adaptive mode, pretending that things are as they were before your conscious attitude collapsed and led to your evident state of disorientation. I can't help but note that the precipitating event seems to have been becoming the non-editor of the IRSJA newsletter. I mean like you were never a teddy bear before, despite your tendency to break into show tunes.

With all good (yet not one-sided) intentions,
The (Parenthetical) Analyst”
A.W.